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LOW ASPECT RATIO

By Robert W. IYalich and John

SUMMARY

WINGS OF VERY

M. Hedgepeth

A flutter analysis, employing slender-body aerodynamic theory smd
thin-plate theory, is made for rectangular wings of very low aspect ratio
with a constant thickess. The spanwise vsriation of wing deflection is
assmned to be given by a psxabola, and the chordwise vsriation is allowed
complete freedom. The results show the vsriation of flutter s~ed and
male shape with aspect ratio. Cmpsxisons sre made with additional
resuits obtained by approximateing the chordwise defk ction shape by use
of psrabolic or cubic curves. The analysis shows that the cubic approxi-
mateion gives good resuits for a ratio of chord to semispan less than 3.

INTRODUCIl!ION

Flutter analyses of wing and tail surfaces of very low-aspect ratio
sre complicated by the presence of large smounts of chordwise curvature
in the flutter mode. Indeed, the question of what chord-bending degrees
of freedom ere necessary in order to obtain good results is largely unan-
swered at present.

Several studies are available that deal with the effects of chord-
wise vsriation of deformations on flutter. (For exsmple, see refs. 1
to 7.) In these references vxcious configurations of very low asp=ct
ratio were analyzed. In reference 1, complete generality of chordwise
deflection shape was allowed snd the spanwise variation of deflection
was assmed to be Iinesr. Kl?hisreference does not shed M.@t on the
chordwise shape of flutter modes, however, because no flutter condition
W!3E found. In references 2 to 7 limited account is taken of the chordwise
deflections either by the superposition of several modes, by using polyno-
mial expressions, or by the utilization of a nmnber of discrete stations.

The present paper is concerned with an analysis of the flutter behav-
ior of the simple rectangular cantilever plate of very low aspect ratio.
(See fig. 1.) By making use of slender-bcdy aerodynamic theory and by
assuming a parabolic spanwise deflection shape, the analysis of this
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configuration can h made without restricting the chordwise shape of the
flutter mode. Since flutter is obtained in this case, the complexity
of the chordwise deflection shaQe at flutter can be investigated. Results

*

are obtained in the form of flutter boundaries, and the chordwise mode
shapes for two representative cases are illustrated. In addition, the
errors caused in the flutter boundaries by approximating the chordwise
deflection shape by use of parabolic or cubic curves are investigated.

SYMBOLS

%)%X3F4 constants of integration

c chord

D plate stiffness in bending,
I

Et3 12(1 - ~2)

%, al)dz,d3 constants used in equation (2g)

E Young’s modulus of elasticity

F(x,T),F(3,T) chordwise deflection shape

f(g)

K

ml)m2jm3Jm4

Pi(V)

p(xjYJT”)

P(xjY,T)

q

s

t

amplitude of chordwise deflection shape

r

pmts4flutter-frequency parameter, co —
D

roots of characteristic equation (18)

generalized distributed loading (see eq. (13a))

distributed loading

lift per unit area,

per unit

positive

@
dynsmic pressure, p ~

semispan

thickness

area, positive

in z-direction

in z-direction

.

.
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VI(T)

V(y,r)

w(xJYjT)

X,y,z

%13)7

E

A

v

E

n

P

Pm

T

@(x,y,zjT)

u

Subscripts:

I

R

3

free-stresn velocity

generalized aerodynamic leading-edge shesr (see eq,.(13b))

leading-edge shear, positive in z-direction

deflection, positive in z-direction

coordinate system (see fig. 1)

psrsm.etersdefined by equations

I’cpsmass-ratio psrsmeter, - —
2 pmt

dynsmic-pressure psrsmeter,
z

Poisson’s ratio

nondimensional coordinate, x/s

total potential energg of system

free-stresm density of fluid

density of material

thne

perturbation velocity potential

flutter frequency

imaginary

real
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ANALYSIS

The flutter analysis contained herein is performed in a manner

.

similar to that used in the analysis of static aeroelastic divergence
in reference 8. The configuration treated, a constant-thicknessrectan-
gular plate of very low aspect ratio, is cantilevered frcxna rigid wall
and is located in a fluid flow with a fre”e-stresmvelocity U. (Eke
fig. 1.)

On the basis of the low-aspect-ratio nature of the configuration,
the following two assmnptions are made: First, since the deflection
shape would vary in a more complicated manner in the chordwise direction
than in the spanwise direction, a simple spanwise v=iation is assumed
and the chordwise vsriation is allowed to-be srbitrary. !IINLs,

W(X,y,T) = y+(x,T) (1)

The second assumption is that slender-body aerodynamic theory may be
used to find the resulting aerodynamic loads when the plate deforms in ~
the shape given -byequation (1). In this theory, terms in the linearized
velocity-potential equation that contain streetwise and time derivatives
are neglected in comparison with terms containing crossflow derivatives. *

This theory is an etiension of Jones’ steady-aerodynamictheory (ref. 9)

to unsteady aerodynamics as suggested in references 10, 11, and 2.a With
these sssumptions
an exact solution

the flutter problem is simplified to the extent that
iS possible.

Aerodynamic Forces .-

In slender-body skrodynamic theory, the velocity-potential equation
for lJnesrized flow reduces to LapI-ace’seqpation in the crossflow plane:

‘-(2) ‘-

aIt should be noted that references 2, 9, 10, and 11 consider only
“point@” Wingsx...For a rectangular wing it is necessary to treat explic-
itly the logical consequences of a nonpointed leading edge. The expres-
sions for losilingderived herein, therefore, differ in detail frcxn,for
example, those given in reference 10.

●
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where @ is the perturbation velocity potential. The assumptions needed
in deriving this equation are discussed in reference U_. The boundary
conditions on the upper side of the xy-plane are given as follows:

For x <0,

$$(X,Y,W,T) = o (Sa)

#(x,Y,+o,’) = O

(=)g(X,y,+o,l-)= # u

and for X>c,

MX,Y>+O,T) = @(c,Y,-,T)

In addition, derivatives of the potential at infinity must be zero.

(3b)

(3C)

The
Velocity

The lift

method used in reference 8
potential @(x,Y,+0,T) on

(
@(x,Y,+o,T) =-; U ~ -f-

is employed herein to calculate the
the top suxface of the plate. Thus,

g)(g+$)i~
(4)

per unit area in terms of wlocity potential is

P(X, Y,T) = 2pU
P

(X,y,+o,T) * I a@(x,y,+O,Tj

which, upon substitution frcm

ax u a-f J

eqwtion (k), beccmes

(5)

-—
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As a result of applying slender-bcdy aerodynamic
tangular plan form, the velocity potential jumps from
ahead of the leading edge to some fini@ value at the
Therefore, a concentrated aerodynamic load acts along
and has a-magnitude given by

V(y,T) = 2P@(OjY)”+o,T)

which, upon substitution from equation (4), is
equation:

V(Y,T)
[

.Aqx.&.l
- 1(

+ww~
u aT

Structural Equilibrium

The principle of minimum potential energy

—
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theory to a ret- “
a value of zero
ksiling edge. w-
the leading edge -

given by the following

)
+Y2fn (6)

is used to derive the
differential eqyation of struckral equilibr~& for the function F(x,T)
in a manner analogous to that used in ~ference 8 for the corresponding
divergence problem. Accordingly, the total potential energy, consisting
of the strain energy of the plate plus the potential energy of the
external forces, is given by the eqution

Cs
n=~

!![.
W=2 + Wmz 1

—+2~w=wyj? + 2(1 - W)WW2 dx dy -
00 .

CB

U’ J
s

Pwdxdy - VW(O,Y)T)W (7)
00 0

where the subscripts x and y denote differentiation with respect to
x and y, P is the total distributed loading given by

(8)

and V is the shear at the leading edge. (See eq. (6).) Substituting
eqution (1) into equation (7) and integrating yield

w—

m

L
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[[() 2
c s~ a2F

n ; —— + 4sF2 +
()

;ps%~ +=—

0 5 axz

()] J
;(l. v)s3g2dx - c P1(X,T)F dx - V1(T)F(O,T) (9)

o

where

I
s

P1(X, T) = NX,Y,T)Y%
o

J
s

VI(T) = v(y,T)y%y
o

(lea)

(lob)

It should be noted that the integrated loadings PI and V1 sre tempo-

rarily considered to be unrelated to the deflection F for the purposes
of performing the variation.

Use of the calculus of variations to minimize the expression for
potential energy yields the differential equation “

and the boundary conditions

S5 ~3F
‘(4.- 5~)s3z=o—— -—

5 ~x3 3 ax

(I-1)

(x = O,c)

(x = o)I(12)

(x = c)
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Aeroelastic Solution

The partial differential eqution and its boundary conditions
describe the deflection of the plate due to the generalized loads

and VI(T) are given by equtions (U) and (32). The generalized

,

which ‘
P1(X,T)

losds

are expressed in terms of the deflections by substituting the expressions
for aerodynamic loads (eqs. (5) and (6)) and the inertia loads (included
in eq. (8)) into equations (10). Thus,

( 2 a+

)

‘-la2F-pts5a2F
P1(X,T) s-&@+u=+-- ——

axa U2 a72 m 5 aT2

[

-.

1v@ =+.S6W+$W
.—

(13a) ‘-

(13b)
.-

U

If these values of P1(X,T) and Vi(T) -e substituted into the

differential eqmtion (11) and into the boundary equations (lJ?),if the .
resuiting equations are made nondimensi~nal by letting

and if the time dependence is taken to be

the differential equation becomes

-.

*

.
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and the boundsry conditions are

f“(~) +a2f(3) =0

r
( -a~)f’(~) +2iK &f(E) =0f“’(~) +4A

f“’(~) - 4a5f’(~) =0

where

r=~%F4
K—

D

and

‘,=$(+

9

(15)

(16a)

(16b)

(16c)

It should be noted that real values of m (or K) infer simple hsrmonic
motion and should yield the flutter boundary.

.

.
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.
The general solution of the differential eqution (14) can be

written

imlg 5.1112E img ~4E
f(g) = Cle + C2e +Ce 3

3
-!-Cc4

where ml@@3Jm4> are the roots of the characteristic equation

1114.

Substitution

(“2 - ‘12)C,

4(h - )al m2 - 4K

of equation (17)

+ F2 - ~2)c2 +

into eqpations (15) yields

(a2 - m~).~ + (a2 - .42)C!4= O

(’2 - m.2)’,eh’c/s + (“2 - %2)c2e%c/’ + (% - m32)c3eh’c/s +

F2 - ‘42)c4eh4c/s = 0

( )2 Cle%yg - 2 ~ e-y”-iml 4a3 +ml ,

)
9(4”3+9 2 -

“4a
)‘m3\ 3 + ~32 c3e

im5c/s -
im4(4a3 + m42)C!~eti4cls.0

.

(17)

(18)

(19)
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The condition for a nontrivial solution is obtained by setting the
determinant of the coefficients eqpal to zero. When this determinant
is expanded and simplified, the following equation is obtained:

( )( [
+%%)s * ( )]

i m3++.n4~
ml - m2 m~ - ~) Au @54 + B34)e + 34(%2 + %2& -1-

( )[ (
i(m~+-n$~ 1‘(”2-4): +ml - m3)(m4 - m2 A13 A42 + B42)e + A24(A31 + B31)e

(q - m4)(% - ‘3)
i(ral+m4): 1q%-3)s .0

’14(%23 + ’23)e + ’32 (A41 + ’41)e
-1

(20)

where

AP~ ‘%= ( )
-4a2a3 - a2 mp2 + mm + %2 - ka~m + mp2mq2

Equation (20) is expressed in terms of the roots of the characteristic
equation (18) which depend on the values of A, K, and e. Expressing
this dependence explicitly is impossible; therefore, the following pro-
cedure is used to find a parametric relationship: Examination of the
characteristic equation shows that the roots must have the form

ml =7-I-LB

1

%=7-1$

‘3 = -y+ ia
}

(21)

m4=-y -ia
J
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where 7 is a positive real quantity and

.

a= 72 . ++4+IF

in which

K-=
7

[ 145-(y2-A+aJ2

()721+% -g

ozhj

(22b)

(23)

Here, only real values of K/7 are considered and m and j3 can be
w

either real or pure imaginsry quantities. Equations (21), (22), snd (23)
show that the characteristic roots can be expressed explicitly in tezmm w
of A, y,
a snd ~,
tion (20),

[(
64aB D1

(
i D2 sin

where

and e and that K can be found from equation (23). When
given by equations (22), are both real, the flutter equa-
upon substitution from equation (21), becomes

(24a)

D1 = (- 2A1A2 + A1B2 + A2B1)

●

✎
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El .
‘3+ ~B3) [:3 - (( 472 + a2 + ~2)A~] +

.

(MI - 1) ~&.2,2A4- (472+ CL2+ P2)A~

‘1 ( [ H=A3+W3)2a2!32A4- (472 + a2 + 132A3 +

[(
1

a2B2(A4 - A) 2A3 - 4y2 -I-m2 + P2)A4

D2 .
(

- A1B2 - A2B1)

.

in which

.

Al . -%(1+)2 ( r)5’d 2-yk172+ 7?a-J$— —
27 12

.
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( r)

2

A2 = .y(l-11)2-yl172+ 72-A+&~ “

10 (1 -A~=F p) + 72

.

and the expressions for a, P, and K/7 are given by equations (22)
and (23). If a is real and p is imaginary in equations (22), the
flutter equation (20) has the form

[( 27c
j31c F1

)

plc
~ Cos —i64c@1 D1 cos y + El cosh s Sinh = sin —

‘x
+

s s s

(

E2 ~lC F2 plc
iD2sin~+zsti~ Cos —

]
cosh ~ sin — =0 (2kb)

s ‘z s

where

w

.
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If both a and ~ are imaginary, eqyation (20) becomes

( E2 ~lC F2 qC sin $lC
*+ —sinycos —i D2 sin s

‘ficos~ T ]
=0

al s
(24C)

where

Equation (24a), (2kb), or (24c) can be solved by the fol.lowing
trial-and-error process: First, values of A and e sre assigned;”
then, for varying values of 7, both the real and imaginary psrts of
the proper form of equations (24) are solved for the corresponding values
of c/s where they exist. Only for particular values of 7 will these
two solutions yield identical values of c/s. By finding these p3rtic-
ulsr values of 7, the appropriate values of c/s associated with the
assigned values of A end e are determined. Some results obtained
by this and subsequent procedures We presented and discussed h a later
section.

Solution for Iarge Values of c/s

The results in the region where c~s is large show that a is

real and p is imaginary. In this region, equation (2kb), upon consid-
eration of the order of magnitude of its terms, reduces to

This equation can be satlsfied only when

W1
‘1F2 - ~ = o
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.

which, when expanded, becomes .- —

.

Only the last

The value of
be found from

factor of this eqmtion yields a solution:

(21 ‘f@~A3+ (~+$/@2A4=o (26)

c/s corresponding to tlx solution of eqyation (26) can
.

eqution (25) to be
-—..

w

-@lEl
1 tan-l

:=~ F1
(27)

Equations (26) and (27) are used to find the variation of h with
c/s for various values of e in the region where C/s is large. That
is, values of A and e are assigned and 7 is varied until the two
values of 7 (there are either two or none of them) are found that sat- ‘“
isfy equation (26). Then, the corresponding values of c/s are given by
equation (27).

-.

Mode Shapes

f(E) eiowThe components of normalized mode shape — which are in
f(o)

phase and out of phase with the maximum leadhg-edge deflection are given

by ~~’, and w; which are the real and imaginary parts, respec-

tively, of the function
.

.
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f(~) _

f(o)

Iiere,the constants

tions (19) in terms

17

(28)

C2> C3, and C4 are found from the boundary equa-

Of c1 to be, respective=,

C3 =
[

% (m4 - %) (a2 - %F)A24e-i(m’a3); + (% - %)(a2 -

(3+)]m22)A14e-i(%*3): + (m2 - m1)(a2 - rU42)A&-i m ‘4 ~

c1

[
(C4=Tm2-m m12 A23e3)(% - )

-i(m’-k): + (m3 - ~,)~2 -

( )]m22)A~3e-i(ma): + (ml - m2)(a2 - m32)~E-i ‘3% ~

where

A= (% - ‘4)fa2 - ‘32)%4e-i(m’-3): + (m3 - %)(a2 :,‘u2)%~e-i(m1a4); +

.



Approximate Solutions

In practical w%! constmction, an exact Bolution, such as that obtained in the previous
sections, would not be feasible and scme sort of approxlmtion of the chordwise deflection shape
would be ~cessery. One method of approxbmtion is to represent the chordwise variation of
deflection by the first few term of a power series. TM present configuration (fig. 1) is used
to test the accuracy of such an appro-tion.

In this approxhuate analysis, the assumed chordwise deflection shape

[ 1F(x,T) =~+dl(~)+ dp(#)2+d3(~)3+ . . . etiT (29)

is substituted into equation (9), the equation for potential energy. Minimization of the poten-
tial. ener~with respect to ~, dl, d2, d3 . . . and then substitution of the appropriate

expressions for Pl(x,T) and Vi(T) from equations (13) yield a set of homogenem.e shultaneous

equations. !lhe solution of these eqyations is obtained by setting the determinant of the coef-
ficients equal to zero. Cubic approximation of the chordwke variation of deflection results in

. . ,,

“[a-$l+%

1’1
,m .

!,

P
03
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By a trial-and-error solution, the flutter-frequency parsmeter K is
eliminated and the variation of A with c/s is found for a given value
of e. The equation for parabolic deformation, obtained from equation (x)
by deleting the last row and last column, is solved analytically for A in
terms of c/s and ~.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results of the flutter analysis, in which chordwise variation of
deflection is allowed complete freedom, are given by the flutter boundaries
in figure 2. For convenience, these boundaries are denoted herein as
‘texact.” The variation of dynsmic-pressure par-tar A with C/S iS
given for two values of mass-ratio psmmeter 6. Here, and in the other
results presented in this section, Poisson’s ratio is taken equal to 1/3.
Canparison with the static aeroelastic-divergence boundary, obtained from
reference 8, shows that divergence is less critical than flutter.

Each flutter boundary, for large values of c/s, consists of a series
of scallops approaching a limiting value of A. The variation of this
limiting value of A with E is given in figure 3. The flutter speed is
less than the divergence speed and seems to approach it asymptotically for
high values of e.

Mode shapes, showing the chordwise variation of deflection at flutter,
are obtained from the analysis and are shown in figure k for two values of
c/s which correspond to the positions indicated by the tick marks on the
curve for e = 0.01 in figure 2. Increasing c/s (decreasing the aspect
ratio) adds more waves to the mode shape.

Flutter boundaries, obtained from parabolic and cubic approximations
of the chordwise deflection shape, are compared with the exact flutter
boundary in figure 5. Both approx-tions yield good results for values
of Cjs less than 3, with the cubic curve yielding ahost exact results.
However, for higher values of c/s both approximations yield poor results.
Apparently, in order to analyze the flutter behavior of wings in this
region, higher order terms in the chordwise deflection shape must be used.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present flutter analysis of rectangular plates of very low aspect
ratio indicates that the flutter-mode shape has an increasing number of
waves in the chordwise direction as the aspect ratio is decreased. Approxi-
mation of the chordwise deflection shape by use of parabolic or cubic curves
yields flutter speeds in fair agreement with those of the “enct” theory
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.
for a ratio of cho@ to semispan less than 3 with the cubic approximation
giVing almost exact results. For lower aspect ~tios, higher order
approximations must be used. .

langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Ccmmittee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., February 17, lg58.

.
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Figure l.- Cantilever plate of very low aspect ratio.
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